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Abstract Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) are used in many domains ranging from
computer science to bioinformatics, including industry and geoscience. They enable
to model complex evolutions where spatial objects (e.g., soil erosion) may move,
(dis)appear, merge or split. We study a new graph-based representation, called at-
tributed DAG (a-DAG). It enables to capture interactions between objects as well as
information on objects (e.g., characteristics or events). In this paper, we focus on pat-
tern mining in such data. Our patterns, called weighted paths, offer a good trade-off
between expressiveness and complexity. Frequency and compactness constraints are
used to filter out uninteresting patterns. These constraints lead to an exact condensed
representation (without loss of information) in the single-graph setting. A depth-first
search strategy and an optimized data structure are proposed to achieve the efficiency of
weighted path discovery. It does a progressive extension of patterns based on database
projections. Relevance, scalability and genericity are illustrated by means of qualitative
and quantitative results when mining various real and synthetic datasets. In particu-
lar, we show how such an approach can be used to monitor soil erosion using remote
sensing and Geographical Information System (GIS) data.

Keywords Graph mining, spatio-temporal data, attributed DAG, weighted path,
environmental monitoring
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1 Introduction

Analysis and management of environmental risks are major issues in today’s world.
These last years, a huge amount of data has been collected to monitor the environ-
ment. One of the main challenges with such data is to understand and predict dynamics
of ecosystems affected by global climate change and local human activity. However, un-
derlying phenomena and collected data are complex. A large number of spatial objects
evolve over long periods of time. Moreover, each object may be related to several het-
erogeneous information (e.g., landcover, weather, soil type, topology) that may explain
or influence their evolution. Objects may also move and change (as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1). For example, soil erosion may grow, shrink, move, appear, disappear, merge or
split. Analysis of this data by scientists and decision makers is difficult and requires
advanced data mining approaches. In such a context, supporting pattern discovery
seems particularly promising but analyzing such complex spatio-temporal phenomena
remains challenging.

����

����

1 : ef
2 : abc 3 : df

4 : a 5 : dfh

6 : b
7 : ac

8 : b 9 : df

10 : bh

11 : efh

Fig. 1: Example of time series related to environmental monitoring (with moving, appearing,
disappearing, merging or splitting objects) and its corresponding DAG representation.

Graph mining has been an important topic for the data mining community over
the past years. One reason for this large dissemination is that a graph structure can
be used to model many problems since it can easily support entities, their attributes,
and relationships between entities [19]. Various types of graphs have been studied
such as trees or Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG). The interest of DAGs is to capture
dependencies or triggering relations. In this context, DAGs have been used in various
application domains such as in computer science, bioinformatic or industry [17, 63, 52,
73, 49, 25]. For example, [17, 52, 73] have used DAGs to model computer networks, web
navigation patterns, XML documents or class dependencies in software engineering. [63]
uses DAGs to represent interactions between genes. [25] models human interactions in
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meetings using DAGs. Spatio-temporal data can also be naturally represented as a
single large DAG. Vertices represent spatial objects (e.g., rain, forest, mine, road) and
edges represent neighboring objects in consecutive timestamps. For example, [49] uses
a single labeled DAG to model crime incidents. All these works focus on labeled graphs
and/or transactional databases. In the first case, each vertex can only be associated
with a single label, i.e., only one information (a single property or an event). In the
second one, only a collection of graphs can be analyzed and not a single large graph.
Their application is by construction limited to specific contexts.

To analyze complex spatio-temporal data, an alternative would be to express the
studied problem into some available frameworks, such as sequential pattern discov-
ery [2], string pattern extraction [21] or set system mining [4]. However, all these
frameworks also focus on transactional databases. A natural approach would be to
transform the single input graph into a transactional database (e.g., a collection of
graphs or sequences). However, as shown in [60], such an approach is not scalable and
it loses structural information. Moreover, it leads to several problems for pattern in-
terpretation. For example, a single input graph can be transformed into a collection
of paths (i.e., sequences) by duplicating some nodes or deleting some edges. The first
solution will over-express information and thus add a bias. The second one would result
in information loss. Although such problems may be fixed thanks to a post-processing
step, it is not satisfactory.

In this paper, we model evolutions of complex spatial objects using a single at-
tributed DAG (a-DAG), i.e., a Directed Acyclic Graph in which vertices are labeled
by some attributes. Such a data representation enables to capture information on ob-
jects and their complex dynamics such that moving, merging/splitting, or appear-
ing/disappearing. Therefore, we design a new pattern domain, called the weighted
paths, to study frequent evolutions in a single a-DAG. It is based on sequential pat-
terns [77] and path patterns [16]. It offers a good trade-off between expressiveness and
complexity. Indeed, complex patterns are more difficult to mine (which impacts algo-
rithm scalability), but also more difficult to interpret by domain experts. A weighted
path is a sequence of itemsets in which a value is associated with each transition.
This value represents the frequency of this transition/evolution within the path in
the a-DAG (see Section 3). In addition to frequency constraint, we also consider a
non-redundancy constraint. It leads to a condensed representation of frequent patterns
without loss of information (i.e., all the patterns with their frequency can be derived
from the computed subset without accessing the data). We propose an algorithm to
compute weighted paths in a single a-DAG. It is a generic algorithm that can be used to
mine any type of a-DAG and not only the ones related to spatio-temporal phenomena
analysis. It is based on a depth-first search strategy and it performs progressive pat-
tern extensions. It recursively projects the a-DAG and it progressively expand patterns
into all projected a-DAGs. A detailed empirical study has been performed to discuss
the scalability and the genericity of our approach. Its added-value is mainly illustrated
on real-world time series monitoring soil erosion though we also provide experimental
results on a patent citation network and some synthetic datasets.

This work is a significant extension of [58]. It modeled a dengue epidemic spread
thanks to an attributed DAG, and we were looking for frequent evolutions, i.e., fre-
quent paths. This first paper shows how a-DAGs can be used to model spatio-temporal
phenomena and it introduces the weighted path pattern domain. It also provides a
mining strategy based on an n-ary relation transformation. However, the algorithm
from [58] is not complete while its scalability for large graph analysis remains an issue.
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Indeed, the largest graph mined using this first algorithm had 40.000 vertices, 120.000
edges and 7.5 attributes per vertex in average.

Our key contributions in this paper are:

1. A sound and complete depth-first search strategy to mine condensed weighted paths
in a single a-DAG (with theoretical proofs for properties and completeness)

2. An optimized data structure and an algorithm to extract patterns more efficiently
and in larger graphs (e.g., a graph with 200.000 vertices, 600.000 edges, and 7.5
attributes per vertex in average, was mined in less than 8 minutes with a minimum
support threshold of 10%)

3. A detailed performance analysis with various synthetic datasets and a patent cita-
tion network

4. A KDD process where this pattern mining approach is integrated to monitor soil
erosion using remote sensing and GIS data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of related
works dealing with graph mining and spatio-temporal pattern discovery. Section 3
introduces our theoretical framework, i.e., the data representation, the pattern domain,
the constraints and the studied mining task. Section 4 presents our algorithm to mine
the weighted path patterns that satisfy user-defined constraints. Section 5 discusses
performance issues and it provides a case study where we use the weighed path pattern
to study soil erosion using times series of remotely sensed data. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and gives some perspectives.

2 Related works

2.1 Spatio-temporal pattern mining

These last years, the explosion of spatial data collected by experts, sensors and satellites
opens new challenges for the data mining community. In this context, many works have
been done to extract spatio-temporal patterns. Initially, these works have considered
the spatial dimension and the temporal dimension independently (see, e.g., colocation
mining [36] and time series mining). Lately, these works have been extended to integrate
both dimensions. We can distinguish two frameworks: mining trajectories of moving
objects [31] and mining evolutions of properties/attributes related to spatial objects
[64, 67, 15, 3, 49, 5]. In our work, we focus on the second framework.

In this framework, [15] generalize the concept of colocation to spatio-temporal
data. Spatio-temporal co-occurence patterns are subsets of properties such that their
instances are spatially close for a significant period of time. Such a concept has also
been studied in other works. For example, [57] study Spread Patterns of spatio-temporal
Co-occurrences Over Zones (SPCOZ) which represent frequent trajectories of spatial
colocations. In [78], the authors study spatial patterns frequently occurring at different
times (called Spatial Object Association Pattern, or SOAP), and propose to visualize
their evolutions using graphs.

More generally, sequence and graph mining frameworks have also been used to an-
alyze spatio-temporal phenomena. For example, [64] use sequential pattern mining to
extract frequent evolutions of spatial objects. They consider evolutions of geographical
regions associated with various occurring events or properties. Thus, the database is a
collection of sequences of itemsets (e.g. set of environmental properties or events), each
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one representing the evolution of a given region. [67] use sequential patterns to study the
spatial spread of events in predefined temporal windows. They decompose the temporal
dimension in time windows of a given size (e.g. 4 days), represent space as a grid and
introduce the concept of flow patterns. A flow pattern is a frequent sequence of events
< I1 → I2 → ...→ Ik > in which Ii is a set of events and each event e(location) ∈ Ii
is composed of an event type e (e.g. rain, wind) and its location. In these patterns,
each set Ii is composed of spatially close events occurring at the same time, and two
sets Ij and Ik are consecutive if their events are consecutive and in the same time win-
dow. In [3], authors propose a new pattern domain, called spatio-sequential patterns, to
study evolutions of spatial objects/regions and their neighborhood. They introduce the
concept of spatial itemset, i.e. a pair of itemsets (I, I ′) associated with spatially close
regions and denoted by I.I ′. Then, they integrate this notion in the sequence frame-
work. The database is a collection of sequences of itemsets representing evolution of
regions such as in [64], but it also integrates a neighborhood relationship. Resulting pat-
terns are frequent sequences of spatial itemsets < I1.I

′
1, I2.I

′
2, ... Ik.I

′
k > where Ii are

events/properties (an itemset) related to a set of regions and I ′i are events/properties
(an itemset) related to their neighborhood.

Graphs have also been used to study spatio-temporal phenomena. [39, 74] use
graphs to represent the topology of spatial objects and their relationships. These for-
malisms enable to capture complex, dynamic, region-based structures, with the com-
ponent regions inhabited by a multiplicity of dynamic objects. [23, 62] have worked
to define qualitative spatial terminology in graph-based embeddings. [46, 24] have also
proposed such models to represent complex spatial objects (but again they do not
represent changes). [49] consider a collection of spatio-temporal events modeled as a
labeled DAG, and search frequent sub-DAGs representing events located together and
occurring serially. They propose a new interest measure called the cascade participa-
tion index to represent the frequency of a pattern in such data. This measure is the
minimum conditional probability of a pattern given one of its events. Thanks to the
monotonicity of this measure, a levelwise algorithm has been developed to mine these
patterns. [5] study evolutions of regions w.r.t. event types. They also model such data
using a labeled DAG, but they extract frequent spatio-temporal event sequences in-
stead of sub-DAGs. Such as in the previous work, each region is associated with a single
event type. They introduce a parametrized spatio-temporal “follow” relationship and
a frequency measure based on the minimum participation ratios such as in [36]. The
proposed algorithm adopts a pattern-growth strategy to mine frequent sequences.

2.2 Mining patterns over a collection of labeled graphs

Mining graph data has been a topic of interest for several years. [37] propose an Apriori-
like algorithm [1] for mining frequent substructures from graph data. The database is a
collection of graph transactions. Each graph transaction is a labeled graph represented
by its adjacency matrix. A levelwise search on the frequent canonical matrix code is
performed. This study focuses on induced subgraph patterns, i.e. subgraphs satisfying
the parent-descendant relationship. [42] propose an improved version of [37]’s levelwise
algorithm based on efficient data structures and various optimizations for candidate
generation and counting. In [75], authors also study frequent subgraph mining in a
collection of labeled graphs. They investigate a new approach to mine these patterns
more efficiently based on a pattern growth strategy. Patterns are mapped to unique
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sequences (DFS codes) which are extended recursively. The proposed algorithm, called
gSpan, performs a depth-first exploration of the search space, and avoids costly can-
didate generation. Several other algorithms have been proposed to efficiently mine
frequent subgraphs [53, 32, 68, 22]. Surveys of graph mining approaches can be found
in [69, 38]. On another hand, many contributions focus on a specific class of graph data
(e.g. trees, acyclic graphs, oriented graphs). Their main goal is to develop dedicated
approaches optimized w.r.t a specific representation. For example, several works focus
on DAGs and their multiple applications [72, 52, 33, 48, 25]. [72] study DAG mining
to optimize code compaction in computer programming. They propose an approach
to mine frequent patterns in a set of labeled DAGs. Patterns are unconnected, multi-
or single-rooted, and induced sub-DAGs. In a very different context, [25] also exploite
DAG mining to find human interaction patterns occurring in meetings. Their database
is a set of human interaction flows, each one being represented by a labeled DAG. Ver-
tices have weights to distinguish participant ranks. The aim is to find frequent weighted
sub-DAGs in a collection of weighted DAGs. To solve this problem, the authors adapte
[72]’s work in order to integrate weights in both the support measure and the mining
algorithm.

2.3 Pattern mining in the single-graph setting

Most of the studies referenced previously deal with frequent pattern mining in a graph-
transaction database. However, in many application domains, data is represented as a
single (large) graph. The graph-transaction setting and the single-graph setting share
common properties but algorithms developed for the former cannot be used for the
latter - whereas the opposite is true [43]. One major issue in the single-graph setting is
the subgraph isomorphism test. In the graph-transaction setting, this test is stopped
when the first occurrence of a sub-graph is found in a transaction whereas when dealing
with a single-graph, one needs to find all occurrences, which has an important impact
on performances. Another problem in the single-graph context is how to define pattern
frequency. Indeed, it cannot be defined as the number of transactions in which a pattern
occurs. Several authors have studied this issue [43, 26, 12, 40]. Most of them defined
a frequency based on pattern occurrences. However, several occurrences may overlap,
leading to a non-monotonic frequency measure. Therefore, new frequency measures
have been studied.

2.4 Mining attributed graphs

In many applications, using labeled graphs to represent data is not enough to capture
all available information. Attributed graphs have been introduced to deal with this
limitation. An attributed graph is a graph in which each vertex is labeled by several
attributes (i.e. an itemset). However, mining attributed graphs generally leads to a com-
binatorial explosion (i.e., the exploration of search spaces for both graphs and itemsets),
which brings new challenges. Several studies related to attributed graph mining focused
on discovering communities sharing similar behavior or interest (e.g. [50, 28, 41, 61]).
This problem is central in several application domains such as social network analysis
or systems biology. In social networks, an important task is the identification of groups
of people with strong social interactions and similar interest. In systems biology, one
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aim is to identify groups of genes with similar gene expressions. In that context, [50]
introduced cohesive patterns, i.e. patterns representing subgraphs with shared item-
sets. Such patterns combined principles of dense subgraphs and subspace clusters. The
CoPaM algorithm was developed to extract maximal cohesive patterns based on a
levelwise pattern enumeration. [28] worked on similar patterns though they did not
consider a density constraint. Their algorithm combined a depth-first search tree and
a prefix tree to efficiently extract maximal patterns. Fukuzaki et al. applied their ap-
proach to biological network (metabolic pathways) analysis for drug discovery as well
as to collaborative research extraction in citation networks. To our knowledge, only
[17, 47, 54] have investigated frequent pattern mining in attributed DAGs. [17] worked
on frequent sub-DAG mining in a database composed of several attributed DAGs. How-
ever, they concentrated on pyramid patterns, which are DAGs with only one source
node, and only considered induced sub-DAGs. [47] mined frequent sub-DAGs in a sin-
gle attributed graph. In their work, labels and quantitative itemsets were attributed to
vertices. By keeping labels, frequent pattern mining was simplified and decomposed in
two steps: mining a labeled graph using gSpan algorithm [75] and mining quantitative
itemsets using QFIMiner algorithm [70]. The frequency measure used was based on
the minimum number of edge-disjoint occurrences. [54] propose a framework to mine
frequent subgraphs in rooted DAGs. A graph is rooted if one can find a vertex v such
that there exists a path between v and any other vertex of the graph. Thus, this work
cannot mine graphs such as the one presented in Fig. 1. Their framework considers
the transactional setting and the single graph one. It uses spanning trees of graphs
and a new canonical form to explore the search space using an adaptation of a tree
mining algorithm. Their work also highlights the complexity and the cost of subgraph
isomorphisms in such context.

2.5 Condensed representations in graph mining

In frequent pattern mining, the number of extracted patterns can be huge (expo-
nential in the input size in the worst case). As a consequence, numerous works have
sought condensed representations of solutions. In [34], the authors proposed to study
maximal frequent itemsets. While all frequent itemsets can be deduced thanks to the
frequency constraint’s monotonicity property, a major limitation of maximal patterns
is that the frequency of sub-patterns cannot be worked out without accessing data.
Several other condensed representations have been proposed to reduce the number of
extracted solutions without information loss [55, 11, 14]. Closedness is probably the
most studied constraint and it has been applied to most pattern domains (e.g. item-
sets, sequences, trees, graphs). A pattern is closed if there is no super-patterns (w.r.t.
a specialization/generalization relation) with the same support (i.e., occurring in the
same transactions).

Several algorithms have been designed to mine closed patterns in a collection of
graphs ([76, 63]). [76] proposed to mine closed frequent graphs in graph transactions.
They highlighted that optimizations and properties previously developed for itemsets
and sequences did not hold in graphs. They introduced new concepts (“equivalent
occurrence” and “early termination”) to improve pattern pruning. These properties
have been integrated in the CloseGraph algorithm, based on gSpan and its right-most
extension approach.
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[63] proposed an algorithm called DigDag to mine closed frequent embedded sub-
DAGs in a collection of labeled DAGs, where each DAG must have distinct labels.
Despite this restriction, results showed that mining such sub-DAGs in a real gene
network dataset (with 100 graphs/networks and 50 labels/genes) was not a trivial task.
A two-step approach was developed to find the patterns. The first step mined closed
frequent ancestor-descendant edges using the itemset mining algorithm LCM [66]. The
second step combined these edges to discover closed frequent embedded sub-DAGs.

2.6 Mining path patterns in graphs

In our work, we focused on a particular pattern domain in graphs: paths. Mining paths
in graphs has been the subject of previous studies. They highlighted the interest of such
patterns in many application fields such as biochemical or gene networks analysis [20,
35], communication monitoring in distributed environments (on-line services), or Web
navigation patterns [16, 10, 51, 30].

[16] mined frequent paths, called “path traversal patterns”, in a labeled directed
graph. The graph represented user access patterns in a distributed information en-
vironment where documents or objects were linked together (e.g. Web pages, on-line
services). In their work, they did not consider backward references, because they as-
sumed that a backward reference was made for easy navigation but not for browsing.
Based on this assumption, they transformed the graph data into a set of maximal
forward references, i.e. sequences. Thus, the original problem was transformed into a
frequent sequence mining problem, and the graph structure was not considered. [10]
also worked on navigation patterns. They represented a user navigation session as a
Markov chain (i.e. a labeled directed graph) and thus sought frequent paths in a col-
lection of Markov chains. They proposed a heuristic to efficiently extract longer paths
(often related to low frequency values), since their previous levelwise algorithm did not
scale up in such case.

2.7 Position of our work

As highlighted previously, mining a single labeled graph and mining a collection of
attributed graphs have been studied in the literature but mainly separately. Several
strategies (e.g. depth-first or breadth-first) have been proposed. A popular strategy
due to its efficiency is to progressively extend interesting patterns based on database
projections. Such depth-first traversal of the search space has been proposed in [56]
for mining sequential patterns. An advantage of such approach is to limit memory
consumption (and as a consequence execution time) by generating and testing less
patterns at the same time. However, combining structural exploration of DAGs with
the combinatorial of itemsets in the single-graph setting is much more difficult. It
cannot be resolved by using a simple adaptation of existing frequent pattern mining
algorithms. As claimed in [43], “algorithms developed for the graph-transaction setting
cannot be used to solve the single-graph setting, whereas the latter algorithms can be
easily adapted to solve the former problem”.

As discussed in [26, 12], the main problem in the single-graph setting is overlapping
embeddings. Due to these embeddings, pattern generation and frequency computation
are much more difficult. For example, frequency in a transactional database (i.e. a
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collection of graphs) is ”simply” obtained by counting the number of input graphs that
contain the pattern. In the single-graph setting, we have to find all occurrences, and not
only one per transaction, which is far more complex due to their possible overlapping.
Defining an anti-monotone frequency constraint in such context is difficult and its
computation is also a problem for scalability. For example, one approach is to find
maximum independent node sets (MIS) [43] but this problem is NP-Complete.

Defining a condensed representation of interesting patterns, without loss of informa-
tion, is also more complex in the single-graph setting. Closed patterns in a collection
of transactions (sets, sequences or graphs) are the most studied form of condensed
representation. It exploits the Galois connexion that holds between transactions and
patterns. An important property of the closure operator in this context is the support
preservation property: patterns and their closures have the same support. This prop-
erty relies on the support definition: a pattern is counted once per transaction. In the
single-graph setting, this support definition, this Galois connexion and their properties
do not hold anymore. New concepts have to be introduced.

3 Definitions and problem statement

This paragraph introduces more formally the concept of attributed directed acyclic
graph (a-DAG) and the generic pattern mining approach developed in this paper.

3.1 Attributed directed acyclic graphs (a-DAGs)

An a-DAG G = (VG, EG, λG) on a set of items I consists of a set of vertices VG,
a set of directed edges EG ⊆ VG × VG and a labelling function λG : VG → 2I that
maps each vertex in VG to a subset of I. An example of such graph is given in Fig.
2. In the rest of this paper, we simply denote xy the itemset {x, y}. If there is a path
from a u to v in G, then u is called an ancestor of v (v is called a descendant of u). If
u � v ∈ EG (i.e. u is an immediate ancestor of v), then u is a parent of v (v is a
child of u).

3.2 Weighted path patterns

Let P be a sequence of itemsets Ii ∈ 2I denoted P = I1�I2� · · ·�I|P |. P is
called a path pattern if and only if there exists a sequence of consecutive vertices
v1, v2, . . . , v|P | ∈ VG satisfying ∀Ii ∈ P , Ii ⊆ λG(vi) and each vi is a parent of

vi+1 in G. The sequence of vertices O = v1 � v2 � · · · � v|P | is called

a path occurrence of P . For example, given the a-DAG in Fig. 2, the occurrences
of the size-3 path ah�cd�i are 2 � 3 � 6 , 2 � 3 � 8 , 2 � 3 � 10 ,

2 � 4 � 7 , 2 � 5 � 7 , and 5 � 7 � 8 . Occurrence 2 � 3 � 6 sup-
ports paths ah�bcd�bi, a�bcd�bi, h�bcd�bi,h�b�bi, and so on.
In the following, occurG(P ) denotes the set of occurrences of P in G, and GP the
subgraph of G restricted to occurrences of P (i.e. GP ⊆ G).

Path patterns can describe a temporal sequence of events or a temporal evolution
of objects. They provide representations of temporal causal relationships that can be
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1 : ac

3 : bcd 4 : cd

2 : ah

5 : acdh

6 : bi 7 : bcdi

8 : fghi 9 : eh

10 : cfi 11 : cf

VG = { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , 10 , 11 }

EG = { 1 � 3 , 1 � 4 , . . .}
I = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i}
λG : 1 → {a, c}

2 → {a, h}
3 → {c, d, e}
...
10 → {c, f, i}
11 → {c, f}

Fig. 2: Example of a-DAG.

easily interpreted by experts. However, as illustrated in figure 3, the same path pattern
can represent various situations. For example, the path pattern a�b�c�d occurs
in the two input databases A and B. In the a-DAG A, this pattern is related to a
spread, whereas it represents a single evolution in the a-DAG B. To cope with this
limit without increasing pattern language “complexity", we introduce a new pattern
domain: weighted path patterns.

1 : a

2 : b

3 : bc 4 : c

5 : de 6 : d 8 : d7 : ad

A

occurA(a�b�c�d) =
{ 1 � 2 � 3 � 5 ,

1 � 2 � 3 � 6 ,
...

1 � 2 � 4 � 8 }

4 : df

3 : c

2 : b

1 : a

B

occurB(a�b�c�d) =
{ 1 � 2 � 3 � 4 }

Fig. 3: Two a-DAGs in which path a� b� c� d occurs in very different ways.
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A weighted path is a path with weight on each edge. The weight represents the
number of occurrences of an edge within the path. For example, in Fig. 2, path P =
ah�cd�i (whose occurrences have been listed above) provides the weighted path

pattern: ah
4
� cd

6
� i. Indeed, occurGP (ah�cd) = 4 and occurGP (cd�i) = 6.

In other words, itemset cd occurs four times after itemset ah, and itemset i occurs six

times after path ah�cd. In Fig. 3, we have the weighted path a
1
� b

2
� c

6
� d in

a-DAG A and the weighted path a
1
� b

1
� c

1
� d in a-DAG B. These patterns

highlight that this sequence has a wider impact in the first graph than in the second
one.

A weighted path P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wm−1

� Im is called a sub-weighted

path of another weighted path P ′ = I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′n−1

� I ′n with m ≤ n,
(P ′ is a super-weighted path of P ), denoted P v P ′, if ∃k ∈ {1, ..., n} such that

∀i ∈ {1, ...,m}, Ii ⊆ I ′k+i−1 and wi = w′k+i−1. For example, in Fig. 2, pattern c
3
�

i
2
� fg is a sub-weighted path of ah

3
� cd

3
� i

2
� fg

1
� cfi (but c

5
� i

4
� f

is not).

Given a weighted path P ′ = I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′l−1

� I ′l , a pattern P = I1
w1

�

I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik (with k ≤ l) is called prefix of P ′ if and only if (i) Ii = I ′i and

(ii) wi = w′i (∀i ≤ k). For example, patterns ah
1
� cd and ah

1
� cd

2
� bcdi are

prefixes of ah
1
� cd

2
� bcdi

1
� eh

2
� cf .

3.3 Frequency and non-redundancy constraints

In data mining, frequent pattern discovery focuses on patterns whose sup-
port/frequency is greater than a given threshold. Based on [12], we define a monotonic

support value of a pattern P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik in an a-DAG G, denoted
σG(P ), by:

σG(P ) = min
1≤i<|P |

wi = min
1≤i<|P |

|occurGP (Ii�Ii+1)|

This support definition is well adapted to frequency in a single a-DAG and it can be
relatively easily computed. Indeed, it distinguishes paths occurring at several locations
in an a-DAG from those occurring at few locations but representing the evolution of
the same node (i.e. patterns beginning from, or finishing on, one or few vertices and

that spread). For example in Fig. 3, pattern a
1
� b

2
� c

6
� d begins by one vertex

but spreads after. Its support is 1. In other words, paths occurring at several distinct
locations have a higher support.
Based on this definition of support, we can define the following minimal support
constraint to only keep patterns covered by a minimum number of instances minsup:

Cfreq ≡ σG(P ) ≥ minsup

However, frequent paths in G can be numerous and redundant. It thus makes sense
to define non-redundancy constraints [13]. A popular non-redundancy constraint is
related to the concept of closedness. Efficient algorithms have been designed based on
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theoretical properties of closure operators such as “closure of a pattern is unique" (see,
e.g., [65, 29]). However, in the single-graph setting, there is no transaction. Moreover,
closure of a pattern is not necessarily unique [58]. Thus, the definition of closed pattern
as proposed in the transactional setting does not hold anymore in the single-graph
setting. In this work, we adapt this definition and propose a new non-redundancy
constraint in the single-graph setting (the first one). Intuitively, patterns satisfying
this constraint can be seen as “locally closed” because it only keeps maximal patterns
representing different path occurrences (such as closed patterns in the transactional
setting).

Based on the notations introduced in [9], we denote Th(G,Cfreq) the set of all
frequent weighted paths in an a-DAG G (i.e. the theory of G w.r.t. the minimal sup-
port constraint). We introduce the following non-redundancy constraint to filter
redundant frequent patterns:

CnonRedund ≡ P ∈ Th(G,Cfreq) | @P ′ ∈ Th(G,Cfreq) such that P v P ′

This constraint discards patterns that are a sub-weigthed paths (w.r.t. definition in

section 3.2) of a longer frequent weighted path. For example, if pattern ah
3
� cd

3
�

bi
2
� fg

1
� cfi is frequent in the a-DAG of Fig. 2, then it is not necessary to keep

pattern c
3
� i

2
� fg because it can be deduced from the first one. On the contrary,

pattern c
5
� i

4
� f has to be kept because weights (i.e. occurences) are different.

In other words, this non-redundancy constraint only keeps patterns associated with
different path occurrences in the a-DAG.

Problem statement Given a single a-DAG G, the problem consists in enumerating
the set of all frequent non-redundant weighted paths in G, denoted Th(G,Cfreq ∧
CnonRedund).

4 Mining weighted path in a single a-DAG

In this section, we introduce an approach to mine frequent non-redundant weighted
paths in a single a-DAG. This complete and efficient approach is based on progressive
pattern extensions and a depth-first traversal of the input a-DAG.

4.1 Pattern extensions and graph projections

A weighted path extension is performed by adding a weighted edge and an itemset at
the end of a pattern. It is done based on the occurrences of the pattern in the input
a-DAG. Last vertices of each occurrence, and their descendant vertices and edges, are
more particularly determinant. In other words, given a pattern P , extensions of P can
be found in the projection of the input a-DAG w.r.t. P . For example, let us consider

the pattern P = ah
3
� cd

3
� bi in the a-DAG G of Fig. 2. This pattern is associated

with the occurrences { 2 � 3 � 6 , 2 � 4 � 7 , 2 � 5 � 7 }. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the projection of G w.r.t. P (right figure) represents all possible
extensions of this pattern.
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Definition 1 (Projected a-DAG) Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik be a
weighted path in an a-DAG G = (VG, EG, λG). The P -projected a-DAG of G, denoted
G|P = (V |P , E|P , λG), is the subgraph of G composed of the last vertices in each
occurrence of P in G with all their descendants, and their corresponding edges in EG.

1 : ac

3 : bcd 4 : cd

2 : ah

5 : acdh

6 : bi 7 : bcdi

8 : fghi 9 : eh

10 : cfi 11 : cf

6 : bi 7 : bcdi

8 : fghi 9 : eh

10 : cfi 11 : cf

Fig. 4: Example of a-DAG G (left) and its P -projected a-DAG (right), with P = cd
3
� bi.

To avoid construction of redundant patterns, extension must be done in such a way
that, there is no other possible extension with the same weight and a larger itemset. In
other words, resulting patterns must be maximal w.r.t. itemsets and associated with
different sets of occurrences in the a-DAG. Fig.5 illustrates all possible maximal -in

term of itemsets- extensions of size-3 weighted path ah
3
� cd

3
� bi. Based on the

projected a-DAG of Fig. 4, we see that this pattern can be extended with
3
� h

related to the edges { 6 � 8 , 7 � 8 , 7 � 9 }, and
2
� fghi related

to the edges { 6 � 8 , 7 � 8 }. Note that only the first extension is frequent

with minsup = 3. The resulting pattern ah
3
� cd

3
� bi

3
� h is associated with

the occurrences { 2 � 3 � 6 � 8 , 2 � 4 � 7 � 8 , 2 � 4 �

7 � 9 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 8 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 9 }. Based on the last

vertices ( 8 and 9 ), this pattern can be extended with
3
� cf and

2
� cfi,

resulting in the frequent pattern ah
3
� cd

3
� bi

3
� h

3
� cf . This last pattern

is related to 7 occurrences ( 2 � 3 � 6 � 8 � 10 , 2 � 4 � 7 � 8 � 10 ,

2 � 4 � 7 � 9 � 10 , 2 � 4 � 7 � 9 � 11 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 8 � 10 ,

2 � 5 � 7 � 9 � 10 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 9 � 11 ).
Note that this last pattern would be expressed as < (cd)(bi)(h)(cf) > using classi-

cal sequential pattern domains (sequences, paths or strings). Its frequency would be 7
since classical frequency definitions are based on the number of occurrences. Our pat-

tern language by representing this pattern by the weighted path cd
3
� bi

3
� h

3
� cf
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is closer to reality. Moreover, our frequency definition is monotonically decreasing, while
the number of occurrences may not (as illustrated in this example). Thus, our minimum
frequency constraint can be used to efficiently prune the search space.

ah cd bi

h

fghi

cf

cfi
3 3

3

2

3

2

2 3
4
5

6
7

8
9

8

10
11

10

Fig. 5: Complete extensions of ah
3
� cd

3
� bi (minsup=3).

We call “complete extensions” the extensions done in the previous example be-
cause all occurrences of the pattern can be extended in the input a-DAG with the new
edge and itemset.

Definition 2 (Complete extension) Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik a pattern

to be extended with
wk
� X, X ∈ 2I , resulting in a pattern denoted by P

wk
� X.

Let V|Pk
= {u ∈ VG | t � u ∈ occurGP (Ik−1�Ik)} be the last vertices of each

occurrence of P in the a-DAG G.
wk
� X is a complete extension of P if and only if ∀u ∈ V|Pk

, ∃v ∈ VG such that,
u � v ∈ EG, X ⊆ λ(v) and wk =| occur

GP
wk
� X

(Ik�X) |.

An interest of a complete extension is that it does not modify the prefix of the
pattern being extended. It does not change its weights nor its itemsets. For example,

extending ah
3
� cd

3
� bi with h does not change the prefix of this pattern because all

its occurrences in the a-DAG ( 2 � 3 � 6 , 2 � 4 � 7 , 2 � 5 � 7 )
have h in a child vertex. As a consequence, if the initial pattern is frequent and non-
redundant, then frequency and non-redundancy of the extended pattern only depend
on the extension (which simplifies tests).

Theorem 1 Given a frequent pattern P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik such that P is
non-redundant in a set of patterns T . The complete extension of P with

wk
� X, i.e.

P
wk
� X, is also frequent and non-redundant in T iff

1. wk ≥ minsup
2. @Y ∈ 2I such that X ⊂ Y , occur

GP
wk
� X

(Ik�X) = occur
GP

wk
� Y

(Ik�Y )

Proof According to definition 2, a complete extension extends all the path occurrences
of the studied pattern. In other words, if P

wk
� X is a complete extension then P is

not modified by this extension, i.e. itemsets and weights in P
wk
� X remain the same.

The first condition of the theorem ensures that P
wk
� X is frequent. Since P is frequent,
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all the weights wi of P are greater or equal than the minimum support threshold
minsup. Thanks to complete extension, we still have wi ≥ minsup, i = 1, 2, ...k − 1,
in P

wk
� X. Thus, if wk ≥ minsup, then P

wk
� X is also frequent.

The second condition ensures that P
wk
� X is non-redundant in T \ {P}. Indeed,

suppose that P
wk
� X is redundant and the second condition is satisfied, then there

exists a path P ′ such that P v P ′, which leads to a contradiction since P is a non-
redundant pattern.

The complete extension principle was first introduced in [58]. However, this ap-
proach alone may miss patterns. For example, there are three solutions in Fig. 6 :

a
3
� b, b

2
� c and a

2
� b

1
� c. The two firsts can be generated using a complete

extension of patterns a and b, but the last one cannot. Indeed, it cannot be generated

using a
3
� b because its occurrences are { 1 � 3 , 1 � 4 , 2 � 4 } and c

is not in a child vertex of vertex 3.

1 : a 2 : a

3 : b 4 : b 5 : b

6 : c

Frequent non-redundant weighted paths (minsup=1) :

a
3
� b

b
2
� c

a
2
� b

1
� c

Frequent non-redundant weighted paths found by com-
plete extension:

a
3
� b

b
2
� c

Frequent non-redundant weighted paths found by partial
extension:
a

2
� b

1
� c

Fig. 6: Example of a-DAG illustrating the importance of partial extensions.

To find these patterns, we have to consider partial extensions, i.e. extensions
that expand only some of the occurrences of the pattern.

Definition 3 (Partial extension) Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik be a pattern to

extend with
wk
� X, X ∈ 2I . Let V|Pk

= {u ∈ VG | t � u ∈ occurGP (Ik−1�Ik)}
be the set of the last vertices of P in the a-DAG G.
wk
� X is a partial extension of P if and only if ∃u ∈ V|Pk

such that ∀v ∈ VG, u �

v ∈ EG and X 6⊆ λ(v).

However, such extensions are more difficult to handle because they may impact

weights or itemsets of the prefix. In the previous example, a
3
� b can be partially

extended with
2
� c, but this discards one occurence of a

3
� b ( 1 � 3 ). Thus,

the weight of a � b have to be changed and we obtain the pattern a
2
� b

2
� c.

Such a case also occurs with the pattern ah
3
� cd

3
� bi from the a-DAG of Fig. 2.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, this pattern can be “partially” extended with
1
� eh. Aside
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from being infrequent, this extension has also an impact on ah
3
� cd

3
� bi, because

eh is only associated with one child vertex of 7 . This extension discards the occurence

2 � 3 � 6 of ah
3
� cd

3
� bi. Thus, we have the pattern ah

2
� cd

2
�

bi
1
� eh, with occurrences { 2 � 4 � 7 � 9 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 9 }.

However, this pattern is not maximal w.r.t. these path occurrences, i.e. it is redundant.

The pattern ah
2
� cd

2
� bcdi

1
� eh is associated with the same occurrences and

it includes the previous one.

ah cd bi eh
3 3

2 3
4
5

6
7

9

ah cd bcdi eh=⇒ 22 1

2 3
4
5

6
7

9

Fig. 7: Partial extensions of ah
3
� cd

3
� bi.

A partial extension may lead to solutions not generated by complete extensions.
It may also lead to a redundant or infrequent pattern because it may change the
set of occurrences associated with the prefix (occurrences may be removed). After a
complete extension, we only have to test the extension to know if the generated pattern
is a solution. After a partial extension, it is more complex. As formalized in the next
theorem, we have to test the extension of the pattern but also its prefix.

Theorem 2 Given a frequent pattern P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik such that P is

non-redundant in a set of patterns T . Given P ′ = I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik
wk
� X a

pattern generated by partial extension of P with
wk
� X (i.e. wi ≥ w′i). P

′ is frequent
and non-redundant in T iff

1. I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik is a frequent and non-redundant pattern
2.

wk
� X is a frequent and non-redundant extension

Proof P ′ = I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik
wk
� X is generated after a partial extension

of P with
wk
� X. Thus, for all path occurrences v1 � v2 � · · · � vk

of P ′, we have X ⊆ λG(vk). Let us consider the prefixes v1 � v2 � · · · �

vk−1 of this set of occurrences. X is a associated in G to a child vertex of each

v1 � v2 � · · · � vk−1 . In other words,
wk
� X is a complete extension of

I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik. According to theorem 1, P ′ is frequent and non-redundant
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iff I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik and its complete extension
wk
� X are frequent and

non-redundant.

The frequency of the new prefix (the one after partial extension) depends on the
number of occurrences that cannot be extended. Thus, it is not necessary to recompute
all. We can use the weights of the original pattern, and the number of occurrences
discarded, to compute the frequency of the generated pattern (see property 1).

Property 1 Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik be a frequent pattern and P ′ =

I1
w′1
� I2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� Ik
wk
� X be the pattern generated by partial extension of

P with
wk
� X. Let Disi = occurGP (Ii

wi
� Ii+1) \ occurGP ′ (Ii

wi
� Ii+1) be the

set of edges of occurG(P ) discarded for Ii
wi
� Ii+1 after the partial extension of P

with X. The pattern P ′ is frequent iff wk ≥ minsup and w′i = wi − |Disi| ≥ minsup,
∀i = 1, 2, ..., k − 1.

Moreover, given a set of path occurrences O, it is also possible to construct the
maximal pattern associated with O by intersecting itemsets related to vertices of O.

Let us consider the previous example with the partial extension of ah
3
� cd

3
� bi

with
1
� eh. The set of occurrences associated with ah

3
� cd

3
� bi is restricted to

{ 2 � 4 � 7 � 9 , 2 � 5 � 7 � 9 }. If we intersect itemsets of these

two paths, we obtain the non-redundant pattern ah
2
� cd

2
� bcdi

1
� eh. This

remark can be expressed more formally by the following property.

Property 2 Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik be a pattern and Vi ⊆ VG be the set
of vertices supporting Ii in the occurrences of P , i.e. Vi = occurGP (Ii). The pattern
P is non-redundant iff Ii =

⋂
u∈Vi

λG(u), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., k.

Proof If Ii =
⋂

u∈Vi
λG(u), then Ii is the maximal itemset (w.r.t. inclusion) common

to this set of vertices Vi. Thus, Q is the maximal pattern (w.r.t. itemset inclusion)
related to this subgraph of G, i.e. it is non-redundant.

Suppose that the prefix of P ′ remains frequent after partial extension of P . Ac-
cording to the previous property, the set of occurrences of P ′ can be used to generate a
(non-redundant) solution, even if P ′ is redundant. In other words, all frequent partial
extension can be used to generate a solution.

These theorems and properties are the building blocks of the exploration strategy
presented in the next section.

4.2 A depth-first search exploration strategy

The exploration strategy used to extract these patterns relies on a depth-first traversal
of the search space. It progressively extends patterns based on a-DAG projections and
complete/partial extensions. At each step, the algorithm focuses on a projection of
the input a-DAG. Then, it uses complete and partial extensions to generate frequent
non-redundant patterns related to this projection.

This approach enables to enumerate all solutions. As illustrated previously, given
a pattern P , we can construct all the solutions with prefix P using the P -projected
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a-DAG G|P and complete extensions. Moreover, property 2 shows that occurrences of
P can also be used to recursively construct all the solutions related to a subset of these
occurrences (thanks to partial extensions). Lemma 1 formalizes this by decomposing
the original pattern mining problem into a set of subproblems.

Lemma 1 (prefix-based recursive generation)

– Let {I1, I2, ..., In} be the complete set of size-1 frequent non-redundant patterns in
an a-DAG G, and {G|I1 , G|I2 , ..., G|In} be the set of projected a-DAGs associated
with these patterns. The complete set of size-2 frequent non-redundant patterns in
G can be generated from {G|I1 , G|I2 , ..., G|In}.

– Let {P1, P2, ..., Pm} be the complete set of size-k frequent non-redundant patterns in
an a-DAG G, and {G|P1

, G|P2
, ..., G|Pm

} be the set of projected a-DAGs associated
with these patterns. The complete set of size-(k+1) frequent non-redundant patterns
in G can be generated from {G|P1

, G|P2
, ..., G|Pm

}.

Proof Let us consider size-1 patterns first. Suppose that there exists a frequent non-
redundant pattern P = Y1

w1

� Y2 s.t. P cannot be generated from any G|Ii (1 ≤
i ≤ n). This means that Y1 is not a frequent non-redundant pattern but also that
occurG(Y1) 6⊆ occurG(Ii). Indeed, if occurG(Y1) ⊆ occurG(Ii), then G|Y1

⊆ G|Ii and
P can be generated from G|Ii (using property 2 and partial extensions). This is not
possible. Firstly, Y1 is necessarily frequent (because P is frequent). Secondly, if it is
redundant, then there exists a frequent non-redundant pattern Ii s.t. Y1 ⊆ Ii and both
patterns have the same support, i.e. occurG(Y1) = occurG(Ii).
This reasoning can be transposed to size-k patterns. Suppose that there exists a size-

(k+1) frequent non-redundant pattern P ′ = Y1
w1

� Y2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Yk
wk
� X

s.t. P ′ cannot be generated from any G|Pi
(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Let us denote by Q the

size-k prefix of P ′, i.e. Q = Y1
w1

� Y2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Yk. This means that Q is
not a frequent non-redundant pattern but also that occurG(Q) 6⊆ occurG(Pi). Indeed,
if occurG(Q) ⊆ occurG(Pi), then G|Q ⊆ G|Pi

and P ′ can be generated from G|Pi

(using property 2 and partial extensions with X). This is not possible. Firstly, Q is
necessarily frequent (because P ′ is frequent). Secondly, if it is redundant, then there
exists a frequent non-redundant pattern Pi s.t. Q v Pi, i.e. occurG(Q) = occurG(Pi).

A basic approach to find all solutions would be to recursively construct a complete
projection of the a-DAG for each prefix. However, the cost of this approach w.r.t. main
memory would be very high. To deal with this problem, we do not keep all the edges of
the projected a-DAG, but only the ones necessary for first path extensions, also called
candidate edges.

Definition 4 (Candidate edges) Let P be a size-k weighted path and G|P =
(V |P , E|P , λG) be the P -projected a-DAG of G. The set of candidate edges for P ,
denoted cand(E|P ), is the set of edges in E|P that can be used to extend an occurence
of P , i.e. cand(E|P ) = {(vk, u) ∈ E|P | v1 � ... � vk ∈ occurG(P )}.

For example, candidate edges for P = ah
3
� cd

3
� bi (Fig. 4) are

{(6, 8), (7, 8), (7, 9)}. All possible size-1 complete and partial extensions (P
3
� h,

P
2
� fghi and P

1
� eh) can be generated from this set of edges. This example also
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shows that the extension problem can be transformed in a closed itemset mining prob-
lem based on this set of candidate edges. In this example, the transactional database
would be {fghi, fghi, eh} because there are two edges leading to fghi and one for eh.
Closed itemsets would be h (support: 3), eh (support: 1) and fghi (support: 2). These
three closed itemsets enable to generate the three possible non-redundant extensions
of P .

Definition 5 (Transactional database of candidate extensions) Let P be a
weighted path in an a-DAG G, and G|P = (V |P , E|P , λG) be the P -projected a-
DAG of G. The transactional database DG|P associated with the P -projected a-DAG
of G is the collection of transactions t ⊆ I such that t = λ(v), with v ∈ V |P and
(u, v) ∈ cand(E|P ).

In Fig. 2, occurrences of pattern ac
3
� cd are 1 � 3 , 1 � 4 and 5 �

7 . Thus, candidat edges for this pattern are {(3, 6), (3, 8), (3, 10), (4, 7), (7, 8), (7, 9)}.
The transactional database is D

G|ac
3
�cd

= {bi, fghi, cfi, bcdi, fghi, eh}. There are

two transactions with itemset fghi, because fghi is associated with the edges (3, 8)
and (7, 8). With minsup = 3, frequent closed itemsets, i.e. frequent non-redundant
extensions, are i (support: 5), h (support: 3) and fi (support: 3). The first one leads

to the complete extension
5
� i and frequent non-redundant pattern ac

3
� cd

5
� i.

The second one leads to the partial extension
3
� h and infrequent (non-redundant)

pattern ac
2
� bcd

3
� h (using property 2). The last one leads to the partial extension

3
� fi and infrequent (non-redundant) pattern ac

2
� bcd

3
� fi (using property 2).

The following theorem formalizes the generation of frequent non-redundant weighted
paths using these “local" closed itemsets.

Theorem 3 Let P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik be the prefix of a frequent non-
redundant weighted path in an a-DAG G, and DG|P be the transactional database related
to the projection of G w.r.t. P . Let X ∈ 2I be a frequent closed itemset in DG|P , and
w = support(X) be its frequency in DG|P .

If
w
� X is a complete extension of P , then I1

w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik
w
� X is the

prefix of a frequent non-redundant weighted path.

If
w
� X is a partial extension of P , then P ′ = I ′1

w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� I ′k
w
� X

is the prefix of a non-redundant weighted path, with I ′i =
⋂

u∈V ′i
λG(u) and V ′i =

occurGP ′ (Ii) (∀i = 1, 2, ..., k).

Proof Let
w
� X be a complete extension of P . I1

w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik
w
� X

is frequent and non-redundant, by theorem 1, iff w ≥ minsup and @Y ∈ 2I such that
X ⊂ Y , occur

GP
w
� X

(Ik�X) = occur
GP

w
� Y

(Ik�Y ). X is frequent in DG|P . Thus,
support(X) ≥ minsup, i.e. w ≥ minsup (since support(X) = w). X is also closed in
DG|P , i.e. @Y ∈ 2I such that X ⊂ Y and support(X) = support(Y ) in DG|P . Thus,
the set of transactions supporting X in DG|P is different from the one supporting
Y . In other words, {(u, v) ∈ cand(E|P ) | X ⊆ λG(v)} 6= {(u, v) ∈ cand(E|P ) |
Y ⊆ λG(v)}, i.e. occur

GP
w
� X

(Ik�X) 6= occur
GP

w
� Y

(Ik�Y ). Thus, X is a non-
redundant extension.
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The second part of the theorem is a corollary of theorem 2 and property 2. As
shown previously, if X is a closed itemset in DG|P , then

w
� X is a non-redundant

extension, since @Y ∈ 2I such that occur
GP

w
� X

(Ik�X) = occur
GP

w
� Y

(Ik�Y ).

Moreover, I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� I ′k is non-redundant by definition (property 2),
since I ′i =

⋂
u∈V ′i

λG(u), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., k.
Note that occurG(P ′) ⊆ occurG(P ) because P ′ is generated after a partial extension
of P . Thus, P ′ is generated using a subset of vertices supporting each Ii in occur-
rences of P , i.e. occurGP ′ (Ii) ⊆ occurGP (Ii). As a consequence, V ′i = occurGP ′ (I

′
i) =

occurGP ′ (Ii) and Ii ⊆ I ′i, i.e. I
′
i is the maximal itemset supported by this set of occur-

rences.

Based on this theorem, we recursively generate each pattern based on the closed
frequent itemsets extracted from candidate edges. If an itemset leads to a partial ex-
tension, we first update the weights of the prefix using property 1. Then, if the re-
sulting pattern stills frequent, we recompute the itemsets of the prefix using prop-
erty 2. After, we continue its recursive extension and save the final pattern. All fre-
quent non-redundant patterns are generated using this depth-first algorithm. However,
some patterns (or part of patterns) may be generated twice. For example, in Fig. 8,

a
3
� bcd

3
� fi is generated based on a prefix growth of a, and bcd

3
� fi is

generated based on a prefix growth of bcd. To avoid this, we have to do inclusion tests
(and potentially update some solutions) before recursively extending the current pat-

tern. Indeed, if a
3
� bcd

3
� fi is generated first, we have to stop the extension of

bcd
3
� fi and do not save this last pattern. If bcd

4
� i is generated first, we have

to update this pattern with prefix a
3
� in the set of solutions and stop its extensions

(because they have already been processed when extending bcd
4
� i).

This approach is described in algorithm 1. Fig. 8 illustrates the different steps of
this algorithm with the a-DAG introduced in Fig. 2 and minsup = 3. The complete
set of frequent non-redundant weighted path can be extracted in the following steps:

1. Mine size-1 patterns: Scan G once to find all the size-1 frequent non-redundant
weighted paths. To do this, the algorithm generates a transactional database com-
posed of the itemsets associated with the origin of each edge of G, and mine the
frequent closed itemsets of this database. The first size-1 patterns of this set are
a(6), ac(3), ah(4), b(6), bcd(5), bi(3) (with frequency in parenthesis).

2. Divide the search space: The search space can be divided based on the size-1
frequent patterns previously extracted. Each size-1 pattern leads to one prefix and
to one projected a-DAG. To limit memory occupation, only the candidate edges are
computed. For example, the first solutions being explored are the ones with prefix
a, and they are computed based on the candidate edges of a, i.e. cand(E|a) =
{(1, 3), (1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), (2, 5), (5, 7)}. Once all the solutions with prefix a are
mined, the algorithm explores the solutions with prefix ac (the next size-1 pattern
generated), etc. Note that these projected a-DAG are not explored if the number
of candidate edges is lower than the minimum support threshold value (line 1 of
the algorithm), because in such case the resulting patterns will not be frequent.

3. Recursive extension of prefixes: Each subset of solutions are generated recur-
sively by extending progressively patterns based on candidate edges. More precisely,
for each prefix, its candidate edges are transformed into a transactional database
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D
G

1 → 3
1 → 4
2 → 3
2 → 4
2 → 5
3 → 6
3 → 8
3 → 10
...

ac
ac
ah
ah
ah
bcd
bcd
bcd
…

FClosed:
a (6)
ac (3)
ah (4)
b (6)
bcd (5)
bi (3)
... 

a

D
G|a

1 → 3
1 → 4
2 → 3
2 → 4
2 → 5
5 → 7

bcd
cd

bcd
cd

acdh
bcdi

FClosed:
bcd (3)
cd (6)

a → bcd3

partial

D
G|a →bcd

3 → 6
3 → 8
3 → 10
7 → 8
7 → 9

bi
fghi
cfi

fghi
eh

FClosed:
fi (3)
h (3)
i (4)

a → bcd → i
3           4

D
G|a →bcd → i 

6 → 8
8 → 10

fghi
cfi

FClosed:∅
D

G|a →cd 

3 → 6
3 → 8
3 → 10
4 → 7
5 → 7
7 → 8
7 → 9

bi
fghi
cfi

bcdi
bcdi
fghi
eh

a →
 cd

6

FClosed:
bi (3)
ci (3)
fi (3)
i (6)
h (3)

a → cd →bi
5           3

D
G|a →cd → bi

6 → 8
7 → 8
7 → 9

fghi
fghi
eh

FClosed:
h (3)

a → cd →bi → h
5          3      3

D
G|... →h 

8 → 10
9 → 10
9 → 11

cfi
cfi
cf

FClosed:
cf (3)

a → cd →bi → h → cf
5          3       3       3

D
G|... →cf 

∅

...

D
G|bcd

3 → 6
3 → 8
3 → 10
7 → 8
7 → 9

bi
fghi
cfi

fghi
eh

...

bcd

FClosed:
fi (3)
i (4)
h (3)

bcd → i4

bcd → h3

bcd → fi3

a → bcd → fi
3           3

D
G|a →bcd → fi

8 → 10 cfi

FClosed:∅

D
G|a →bcd → h

8 → 10
9 → 10
9 → 11

cfi
cfi
cf

FClosed:
cf (3)

D
G|... →cf 

∅

a → bcd → h
3           3

a → bcd → h → cf
3           3       3

Fig. 8: Example of PrefixPathGrowth execution with minsup = 3.

ALGORITHM 1: PrefixPathGrowth(P , G, minsup, Th, cand(E|P ))

Input : A pattern P , an a-DAG G = (VG, EG, λG), the minimum support threshold
minsup, the set of solutions Th, the set of candidate edges cand(E|P )

1 if |cand(E|P )| < minsup then
2 Th = Th ∪ {P};
3 else
4 FClosed =MiningFreqClosedItemset( cand(E|P ),minsup )
5 if FClosed == ∅ then
6 Th = Th ∪ {P};
7 else
8 foreach X ∈ FClosed do
9 P ′ = P

w
� X, with w = support(X)

10 if |P | > 1 and IsPartialExtension( X,P, cand(E|P ) ) then
11 BackwardUpdate( P ′, G, cand(E|P ) )
12 if σG(P ′) < minsup then
13 Continue // skip the current loop iteration and go to next

extension
14 end
15 end
16 if ¬ Include( Th, P ′ ) and ¬ UpdatePrefixes( Th, P ′ ) then
17 PrefixPathGrowth ( P ′, G, minsup, Th, cand(E|P ′ ) )
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 end
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and closed frequent itemsets are mined (line 4 of the algorithm). Each closed item-
set is used to extend the current prefix (line 9 of the algorithm). Each new prefix
(and its candidate edges) is then used in input of another recursive call (line 17 of
the algorithm). Lines 10-15 of the algorithm correspond to a partial extension of
the prefix. As mentioned before, in such case, the prefix has to be updated (func-
tion BackwardUpdate) and frequency has to be checked. Line 16 checks if prefix
P ′ has not already been studied (totally or partially). If there is a pattern in Th
which includes P ′, this prefix extension is stopped (function Include). If there is
a pattern in Th such that its prefix is a suffix of P ′, the pattern in Th is updated
with P ′ and the extension is stopped (function UpdatePrefixes).
This process on the example of Fig. 8 is detailed below:
(a) Mine patterns with prefix a : The transactional database related to this

projection of G is DG|a = {bcd, cd, bcd, cd, acdh, bcdi}. Two frequent closed
itemsets are mined: bcd (with a support of 3) and cd (with a support of 6).

Thus, we have two possible prefix extensions: a
3
� bcd and a

6
� cd (complete

extensions).
i. Mine patterns with prefix a�bcd : The transactional database related

to this projection of G is D
G|a

3
� bcd

= {bi, fghi, cfi, fghi, eh}. The three
frequent closed itemsets in this database are fi (with a support of 3), h
(with a support of 3) and i (with a support of 4). Thus, we have three

possible prefix extensions: a
3
� bcd

3
� fi, a

3
� bcd

3
� h and

a
3
� bcd

4
� i (complete extensions).

– Mine patterns with prefix a�bcd�fi : The transactional
database related to this projection of G is D

G|a
3
� bcd

3
� fi

= {cfi}.
There is no frequent closed itemset in this database. Thus, this pattern
is not extended.

– Mine patterns with prefix a�bcd�h : The transactional database
related to this projection of G is D

G|a
3
� bcd

3
� h

= {cfi, cfi, cf}.
There is only one frequent closed itemset in this database: cf (with

a support of 3). Thus, we have one possible prefix extension: a
3
�

bcd
3
� h

3
� cf (complete extension).

? Mine patterns with prefix a�bcd�h�cf : The
transactional database related to this projection of G is
D

G|a
3
� bcd

3
� h

3
� cf

= ∅. There is no frequent closed itemset

in this database. Thus, this pattern is not extended.
– Mine patterns with prefix a�bcd�i : The transactional database

related to this projection of G is D
G|a

3
� bcd

4
� i

= {fghi, cfi}. There
is no frequent closed itemset in this database. Thus, this pattern is not
extended.

ii. Mine patterns with prefix a�cd : The transactional database
related to this projection of G is D

G|a
6
� cd

= {bi, fghi, cfi, bcdi,
bcdi, fghi, eh}. The frequent closed itemsets in this database are
bi(3), ci(3), fi(3), i(6), h(3). Thus, we have 5 possible prefix extensions
(and only i is a complete extension). After backward update of itemsets

and weights for partial extensions, we have prefixes a
5
� cd

3
� bi,
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a
5
� cd

3
� ci and a

6
� cd

6
� i, which are recursively explored. Note

that a
2
� cd

3
� fi and a

2
� cd

3
� h are not frequents.

– Mine patterns with prefix a�cd�bi, a�cd�ci and
a�cd�i : ...

(b) Mine patterns with prefix ac, ah, b, bcd, bi ...

Note that, in this example, the algorithm doesn’t need to explore bcd
3
� fi, bcd

4
� i

and bcd
3
� h (test done in line 16 of the algorithm), because super-patterns have

already been explored when mining solutions prefixed with a.

4.3 Data structure and optimizations

The previous algorithm presents the global strategy of our approach. However, some
steps of this strategy may be particularly time consuming without an adapted data
structure. In particular, it is the the case of the BackwardUpdate, Include and
UpdatePrefixes functions because they do costly comparisons between the current
pattern and its occurrences in the input graph.

To cope with this difficulty, we propose a data structure to efficiently mine solutions.
This data structure is called the pattern graph. Each path in this graph represents a
solution, i.e. a frequent non-redundant pattern with its occurrences. Given a solution
P = I1�I2� · · ·�I|P |. There is a path in the pattern graph representing this pattern.
Each vertex of this path contains an itemset of P and its occurrences in the input graph.
Directed edges of this path represent the successive itemsets of P . More formally,
this graph, denoted by GTh, consists of a set of vertices VTh, a set of edges ETh ⊆
VTh×VTh, a labelling function λw : ETh → Z that maps each edge in ETh to a weight,
and a labelling function λTh : VTh → (2I , 2VG) that maps each vertex in VTh to an
itemset and a subset of vertices of G. For example, Fig. 9 shows the pattern graph of
the 5 solutions extracted in Fig. 8. Each path represents one solution. For example,

path 1 � 2 � 3 represents pattern a
3
� bcd

3
� fi and its occurrences

{ 1 � 3 � 8 , 1 � 3 � 10 , 2 � 3 � 8 , 2 � 3 � 10 , 5 �

7 � 8 } in G. As illustrated by this figure, a vertex of the pattern graph can
be shared across several solutions. For example, vertices 1 , 4 and 5 are used to

represent patterns a
3
� bcd

3
� h

3
� cf and a

5
� cd

3
� bi

3
� h

3
� cf . To the

opposite, we need different vertices ( 7 and 8 ) to represent cd in patterns a
6
� cd

and a
5
� cd

3
� bi

3
� h

3
� cf , because they are not associated with exactly the

same occurrences in G.
This data structure enables to efficiently store patterns but also to efficiently gen-

erate them. Each pattern extension corresponds to the generation of a new vertex and
a new edge in the pattern graph. If the vertex is already in the pattern graph, we
simply add a new edge and stop extensions for this pattern because they have already
been previously processed. We have such example in Fig. 9 when extending pattern

a
5
� cd

3
� bi (path 1 � 8 � 9 ) with

3
� h

3
� cf (path 4 � 5 ).

Thanks to this data structure, inclusion tests (function Include) and pattern updates
(function UpdatePrefixes) in algorithm 1 are much more easy. They consist only in
searching a vertex in a set of vertices. This search can be simplified because each vertex
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Examples of frequent non-redundant
weighted paths (minsup=3):

a
3
� bcd

3
� fi

a
3
� bcd

3
� h

3
� cf

a
3
� bcd

4
� i

a
6
� cd

a
5
� cd

3
� bi

3
� h

3
� cf

1 : (a, {1, 2, 5})

2 : (bcd, {3, 7})

3 : (fi, {8, 10})

4 : (h, {8, 9})

5 : (cf, {10, 11})

6 : (i, {6, 8, 10})

7 : (cd, {3, 4, 5, 7}) 8 : (cd, {3, 4, 5})

9 : (bi, {6, 7})

3 6 5

3 4

3

3

3

3

Fig. 9: Pattern graph of the solutions extracted in Fig. 8.

u ∈ VTh is uniquely identified by its subset of vertices V , with λTh(u) = (X,V ). It is
a direct consequence of property 2.

Algorithm 2 describes our algorithm using this pattern graph data structure. The
global strategy has not changed but several operations are simplified using the data
structure. The initial call of this recursive algorithm is done with uk = u0, λTh(u0) =
(∅, VG).

Given a pattern P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik. The algorithm extends this
pattern with all possible frequent non-redundant extensions X. It generates patterns

P ′ = I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� I ′k
suppX

� X, with I ′i = Ii and w′i = wi if it is a complete
extension, or Ii ⊆ I ′i and w′i ≤ wi if it is a partial extension (i = 1, ..., k). Lines 5-9
correspond to the generation of the first itemset I1 of P , i.e. the generation of a vertex
(I1, V1) in the pattern graph. Line 6 checks if this vertex is already in the pattern graph,
i.e. if a super-pattern has already been generated. This simple test substitues the costly
Include function. Lines 11-25 represent the general case where Ik is the last itemset of
P and Vk its occurrences. Line 11 processes V ′k, i.e. the subset of vertices of Vk that can
be extended with X. If Vk 6= V ′k (line 12), then we have a partial extension of P with X.
This test substitues the previous IsPartialExtension function. The BackwardUpdate

function in line 13 processes the new prefix I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� I ′k w.r.t.
V ′k and returns true if it is frequent. New vertices and edges may be inserted in the
pattern graph to represent this new prefix. Lines 17-24 represent the extension of the
pattern graph with X. u′k is the current vertex in the pattern graph. If the extension is
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ALGORITHM 2: PrefixPathGrowth-PatternGraph( G, minsup, GTh, uk )

Input : An a-DAG G = (VG, EG, λG), a minimum support threshold minsup, a pattern
graph GTh = (VTh, ETh, λTh, λw), a vertex uk ∈ VTh with λTh(uk) = (Ik, Vk)

1 cand(E|P ) = {(u, v) ∈ EG | u ∈ Vk}
2 FClosed =MiningFreqClosedItemset ( cand(E|P ),minsup )
3 foreach X ∈ FClosed do
4 VX = {v ∈ VG | (u, v) ∈ cand(E|P ) and X ⊆ λG(v)}
5 if Ik == ∅ then
6 if @uX ∈ VTh s.t. λTh(uX) = (X,VX) then
7 Insert uX in VTh with λTh (uX) = (X,VX)
8 PrefixPathGrowth-PatternGraph ( G, minsup, GTh, uX )
9 end

10 else
11 V ′k = {u ∈ Vk | (u, v) ∈ cand(E|P ) and X ⊆ λG(v)}
12 if Vk 6= V ′k then // partial extension
13 if BackwardUpdate( G,minsup,GTh, uk, V

′
k ) == False then

14 Continue // skip the current loop iteration and go to next
extension

15 end
16 end
17 Let u′k ∈ VTh s.t. λTh(u

′
k) = (I′k, V

′
k)

18 if @uX ∈ VTh s.t. λTh(uX) = (X,VX) then
19 Insert uX in VTh with λTh (uX) = (X,VX)

20 Insert (u′k, uX) in ETh with λw
(
(u′k, uX)

)
= support(X)

21 PrefixPathGrowth-PatternGraph ( G, minsup, GTh, uX )
22 else
23 Insert (u′k, uX) in ETh with λw

(
(u′k, uX)

)
= support(X)

24 end
25 end
26 end

complete, then u′k = uk. If the extension is partial, u′k is the vertex of the pattern graph
associated with V ′k (an existing vertex or a newly created one by the BackwardUpdate
function). Line 18 tests if (X,VX) is already in the pattern graph, i.e. if this part of
the pattern (and its extensions) has already been generated. If it is not in the pattern
graph, the algorithm inserts vertex uX , generates an edge (u′k, uX) and continues the
extension of P ′. It it is already in the pattern graph, the algorithm only generates an
edge (u′k, uX) and stops extensions. These operations substitute the UpdatePrefixes
function. It avoids the generation of the same extension twice, such as in the previous

example with a
5
� cd

3
� bi and

3
� h

3
� cf (direct extension of 1 � 8 � 9

with 4 � 5 ).
Algorithm 3 describes in details the BackwardUpdate function. The input param-

eter uk is the last vertex of P = I1
w1

� I2
w2

� ...
wk−1

� Ik in the pattern graph.
V ′k is the set of occurrences that can be partially extended with X in algorithm 2. The
principle of algorithm 3 is to recursively explore all ancestors of uk and to update their
occurrences according to V ′k (cascading updates). This exploration continues until the

prefix remains frequent. At the end, if I ′1
w′1
� I ′2

w′2
� ...

w′k−1

� I ′k is frequent, the
algorithm inserts all necessary vertices and edges in the pattern graph. Lines 1-4 cor-
respond to I ′1 processing, i.e. insertion of (I ′1, V

′
1) in the pattern graph. In such case,

all the pattern is frequent and all (I ′i, V
′
i ) vertices (and the corresponding edges) can
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ALGORITHM 3: BackwardUpdate( G, minsup, GTh, uk, V ′k )

Input : An a-DAG G = (VG, EG, λG), a minimum support threshold minsup, a pattern
graph GTh = (VTh, ETh, λTh, λw), a vertex uk ∈ VTh with λTh(uk) = (Ik, Vk), a
subset of vertices V ′k representing a partial extension of Ik (V ′k ⊂ Vk)

Output: True if the the prefix is frequent, False elsewhere

1 if @uk−1 ∈ VTh s.t. (uk−1, uk) ∈ ETh then
2 Insert u′k in VTh with λTh(u

′
k) = (I′k, V

′
k) and I

′
k = Ik ∪

⋂
u∈V ′

k
λG(u)

3 return True
4 else
5 frequent = False
6 foreach uk−1 ∈ VTh s.t. (uk−1, uk) ∈ ETh , with λTh(uk−1) = (Ik−1, Vk−1) do
7 V ′k−1 = {u ∈ Vk−1 | (u, v) ∈ EG and v ∈ V ′k}
8 if ∃(u′k−1, u

′
k) ∈ ETh s.t. λTh(u

′
k−1) = (I′k−1, V

′
k−1) and λTh(u

′
k) = (I′k, V

′
k) then

9 if BackwardUpdate( G, minsup, GTh, uk−1, V ′k−1 ) == True then
10 frequent = True
11 end
12 else
13 w′k = λw ( (uk−1, uk) )−

∣∣∣{(u, v) ∈ EG | u ∈ Vk−1, u /∈ V ′k−1 and v ∈ V ′k}
∣∣∣

14 if w′k ≥ minsup then
15 if BackwardUpdate( G, minsup, GTh, uk−1, V ′k−1 ) == True then
16 frequent = True
17 Insert u′k in VTh with λTh(u

′
k) = (I′k, V

′
k) and I

′
k = Ik ∪

⋂
u∈V ′

k
λG(u)

18 Insert (u′k−1, u
′
k) in ETh s.t. λTh(u

′
k−1) = (I′k−1, V

′
k−1), with

λw
(
(u′k−1, u

′
k)
)
= w′k

19 end
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 return frequent
24 end

be recursively inserted in the pattern graph (lines 16-19). Property 2 is used to process

all I ′i (lines 2 and 17). Line 13 is the frequency computation of I ′k−1

w′k−1

� I ′k in P

based on property 1. Note that if I ′k−1

w′k−1

� I ′k is already in the pattern graph, then
we continue the recursive exploration of the prefix without processing anything for I ′k
(lines 8-11).

4.4 Size of the search space and computational complexity

Size of the search space Basically, a weighted path pattern is a sequence of itemsets
representing a set of sub-paths in the input graph. The number of possible itemsets for
each element of such pattern is 2n − 1, with n the number of different items. Given a
path of size k in the input graph, with all vertices labelled by the n items. The number
of possible sub-patterns is (2n − 1)k. In the worst case, the number of paths of size
k in a directed acyclic graph is the number of k-combinations of vertices, i.e. (|VG|

k ).
Thus, we have (|VG|

k )× (2n − 1)k possible patterns of size k. Let kmax be the longest

path in the input graph. The size of search space is
∑kmax

k=2

(
(|VG|

k )× (2n − 1)k
)
.
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Computational complexity Algorithm 2 recursively extends patterns to find the so-
lutions. To study the computational complexity of this algorithm, we focus on the
complexity of generating one solution. Each recursive call generates all the valid exten-
sions of the current pattern w.r.t. frequency and non-redundancy constraints. These
extensions increase the size of the current pattern by one itemset.

Line 1 lists all outgoing edges from the occurrences of the current pattern. In the
worst case, its time complexity is linear in the number of edges in the input graph,
i.e. O(|EG|). Line 2 extracts all frequent closed itemsets from the database generated
from these outgoing edges. To our knowledge, one of the most efficient algorithm for
this task is LCM [65]. Its time complexity is linear in the number of frequent closed
itemsets, i.e. O(2n) in the worst case. Then, lines 3-26 corresponds to the enumeration
of all frequent non-redundant extensions based on closed itemsets. Let us study one
iteration of this loop (because we study the computational complexity of generating
one solution).

Line 4 searches all the occurrences of a given itemset extension in the projected
database cand(E|P ). Its time complexity is O(|EG| × n) in the worst case. Lines 5-9
represent the generation of the first element of the pattern. First, the algorithm searches
if this element has not been previously generated in the pattern graph (lines 4-6).
Vertices of the pattern graph are stored in a tree based data structure, and finding a
element in such data structure is logarithmic in the input size, i.e. O(log(|VTh|). Then,
the algorithm generates a new vertex and inserts it in the pattern graph (if necessary),
with a time complexity of O(1).

Lines 11-12, the algorithm uses the current vertex of the pattern graph to check
if the current extension is a partial extension. The time complexity of this operation
is O(|VG| × n). If it is a partial extension, the algorithm executes a backward update
(line 13), i.e. it inserts new vertices in the pattern graph (algorithm 3). The time
complexity of this algorithm for one itemset extension is O(log(|ETh|) + |EG| × n) in
the worst case (such as lines 4-6). If it is not a partial extension, lines 17-25 checks if
this extension has already been generated in the pattern graph. The time complexity
of these operations is O(log(|VTh|)) for the search and O(1) for the new vertex/edge
generation.

At the end, the time complexity of our algorithm to extract one pattern of size k
is O(2n+ |EG|×n+ |VG|×n+ log(|VTh|)) in the worst case. Note that it is much less
in practice because we don’t have all vertices and all edges to check at each iteration
(due to graph projections).

The space complexity corresponds mainly to the size of the pattern graph, i.e.
O(|ETh| + |VTh| × (n + |VG|)) (the space complexity of LCM is linear in the input
size). In the worst case, this size depends on the number of solutions which can be
very big. However, as highlighted in our experiments (see next section), memory usage
remains acceptable because vertices and edges are often shared across several solutions.

5 Experimental results

Our PrefixPathGrowth-PatternGraph algorithm has been implemented in C++. Ex-
periments were performed on a computer running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS with an Intel
Core i5 @ 3.10GHz and 16GB of main memory. First, we use our approach to study
spatio-temporal data dealing with soil erosion monitoring. Second, we demonstrate its
genericity and scalability by using data from a patent citation network as well as nine
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synthetic datasets. Performance analysis is done w.r.t. execution times, memory usage
and number of solutions.

5.1 Application to soil erosion monitoring : qualitative and performance analysis

Soil erosion is a worldwide major issue which affects both environment and econ-
omy. This phenomenon is natural but it is greatly accelerated by anthropic activities
(e.g. bush fires, deforestation, mining projects) and climate change (resulting in in-
tense precipitation events). It has also a strong impact on connected terrestrial and
coastal ecosystems such as mangrove and coral reefs. Identifying key components of
these erosion processes is essential to good environmental management and sustainable
development.

In this work, we study a satellite image time series of a region impacted by soil
erosion. This time series is composed of five images (SPOT4 and SPOT5) dated in
1999, 2002, 2005, 2008 and 2009. Spatial resolution of these images is 10 meters. Size
of the studied area is 794 × 660 pixels, i.e. 52.5 km2 (20.3 mi2). In addition to these
raster data, we also have the following vector data: a soil map, land cover data, and a
digital elevation model from which we derived the slope.
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Fig. 10: The KDD process on the soil erosion dataset

To analyze such heterogenous data, several pre and post processing are necessary.
First, remote sensing indicators related to soil erosion monitoring are processed from
the images. Three indicators related to soil erosion have been used: NDVI (Natural Dif-
ference Vegetation Index), RI (Redness Index) and BI (Brightness Index). The NDVI is
a common measure to observe vegetation. The RI is used to quantify bare soils (in the
studied areas, soils are rich in irons and thus are rusty-red). The BI is also a measure
to study degraded lands [6]. We also integrate the vector data available on the studied
area (i.e. soil, land cover and slope). Then, each satellite image is segmented, i.e. pixels
sharing similar values are grouped in order to obtain homogenous regions/objects. We
use the watershed method [8] to group pixels sharing similar values into objects. We
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choose this classical method because it generates lots of small very homogenous re-
gions (over-segmentation). Finally, numerical attributes are discretized and the a-DAG
is generated. In our experiments, numerical attributes are discretized into 5 classes
representing 5 intensity levels from 0 to 4. Vertices of the a-DAG represent the dif-
ferent spatial objects/regions in the segmented images. Each vertex is labeled with
a set of attributes which are discretized remote sensing indicators and attributes of
the vector data (land cover, soil type, etc). Edges of the a-DAG represent the possi-
ble influence/evolution of an object at time t on/into an object at time t + 1. Two
objects/vertices are linked through an edge if they are overlapping in two consecutive
times. In these experiments, we chose to link two objects o1 at time t and o2 at time
t+1 if at least 10% of o1’s pixels are in o2. This threshold has been chosen after several
experiments and feedbacks from the experts. It enables to capture fine interactions and
important evolutions, while avoiding many meaningless relations to be considered. At
the end, extracted patterns were analyzed with a geologist specialist of soil erosion. To
facilitate interpretation, we developed a tool to display occurrences of a given pattern
on the original images (in order to position the pattern in its geographical context).
Thus, the expert can visualize where, when and how frequent non-redundant weighted
paths (i.e. frequent evolutions) occurred. Since pattern occurrences might start at dif-
ferent times, we use different colors to identify temporal positions.

This workflow illustrated in Fig.10 has been integrated in the KNIME Analytics
Platform [7] through the development of several “nodes”. A detailed description of this
KDD process and its implementation in a KNIME plugin called PaTSI (PAttern mining
of Time Series of satellite Images) can be found in [18].

5.1.1 Qualitative results

This subsection details three interesting patterns obtained by our pattern mining algo-
rithm for this area. First, it was interesting to notice that most of the zones impacted
by soil erosion (with a Redness4 value) had a low slope as illustrated in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 shows the zones supporting the pattern Redness4, Slope[3.6; 30]
246
�

Redness4, Slope[3.6; 30]
244
� Redness4, Slope[3.6; 30]

252
�

Redness4, Slope[3.6; 30]
259
� Redness4, Slope[3.6; 30]. When we compared this

pattern to Redness4
358
� Redness4

356
� Redness4

362
� Redness4

373
� Redness4

(another extracted pattern), we noticed that its frequency (244) represented almost
69% of the second pattern frequency (356). Moreover, spatial distribution of this
pattern showed that impacted zones were situated at the base of more sloppy zones.
Presence of a strong Redness index in such zones showed that these zones represented
deposition zones for sediments coming from higher places.

Fig. 12 shows zones impacted by mining activities. New mines and buildings ap-
peared in this area between 2005 and 2008. We can see them in the center and in the
bottom-left of the 2008 and 2009 images. As a consequence, soil erosion increased in
this area during this period (Redness1 to Redness4). This soil degradation is confirmed
by a low vegetation index (NDVI0) and a high brightness index (Brightness4). We can
notice that this degradation extends progressively. It began in 2005 with few areas (in
blue color in the 2005 image) and continued in 2008 with other nearby (in blue color
in the 2008 image). We also observe that once an area became degraded, it stayed
degraded for a long period of time (Redness4 followed by Redness4 in the pattern).
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1999 2002 2005

2008 2009

Fig. 11: Pattern Redness4, Slope[3.6 ; 30]
246
� Redness4, Slope[3.6 ; 30]

244
�

Redness4, Slope[3.6 ; 30]
252
� Redness4, Slope[3.6 ; 30]

259
� Redness4, Slope[3.6 ; 30]

1999 2002 2005

2008 2009

Fig. 12: Pattern Redness1
58
� Redness4,NDVI0

61
� Redness4,NDVI0,Brightness4

A small part of this area was characterized by an increase in vegetation. Fig. 13
shows the pattern representing this evolution. Vegetation index (NDVI) is gradually
growing from medium (NDV I2) to very high (NDV I4). As shown in images, only
few areas followed such an evolution (in the south-west from 1999 to 2005 and in the
north-east from 2005 to 2009). Moreover, some of these zones (denoted by β in the
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1999 2002 2005

2008 2009

Fig. 13: Pattern NDVI2
57
� NDVI3

58
� NDVI4

2009 image) were small lakes. In this case, an increase in NDVI may only represent an
algae proliferation. Other zones (denoted by γ in the 2009 image) were old trails. Since
those trails were less frequented, vegetation had grown. The α zone became a forest. Its
evolution may be related to a densification of the vegetation due to new plants. It may
also be related to an increase in tree size. However, in such a case, it is strange that
other forests had not experienced a similar evolution. Field investigations are required
to actually explain those changes in details.

5.1.2 Quantitative results

Table 1 presents the main characteristics of the a-DAG generated for this dataset.

Dataset # of # of # of items total # graph
edges vertices per vertex of items density[71]

Soil erosion 41 166 25 618 6 262 0.000063

Table 1: Characteristics of the soil erosion dataset.

Fig. 14 shows execution times, memory usage and number of solutions for several
minimum support thresholds. It demonstrates that our algorithm is efficient on this
dataset until down to very low support thresholds (lower than 1%). For very low
support thresholds, the algorithm can generate an important number of solutions. For
example, it extracted almost one million solutions with a minimum support threshold of
0.1%. That highlights the importance of considering other constraints (e.g. constraints
defined by experts) during pattern mining or in post-processing. In the present work, we
only take into account expert constraints in post-processing (using filters and regular
expressions).
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Fig. 14: Execution times, memory usage and number of solutions for the soil erosion dataset.

5.2 Application to a patent citation network and synthetic datasets : genericity and
detailed performance analysis

To demonstrate that our approach is generic and scalable, we also study real-world
data from a patent citation network and nine synthetic datasets. A summary of these
datasets and their parameters can be found in table 2.

5.2.1 The patent citation network: genericity and scalability

The patent citation network used is a subgraph of the cit-Patents graph from the
Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [44, 45]. In this dataset, vertices represent
patents granted in the United States between 1975 and 1999, and edges represent
citations. Each vertex is labeled with 5 to 7 items corresponding to country, state,
year, type, category and sub-category of a patent. As shown in table 2, this dataset is
quite large but highly sparse (w.r.t. structure and items).

Fig. 15 shows execution times, memory usage and number of solutions generated
for this dataset. Execution times are higher than with the previous dataset, but do
not exceed 3 minutes down to a minimum support threshold of 0.1%. Memory usage is
smaller (1 Gb in the worst case against 3 Gb previously) since the graph is less dense.
Number of solutions is relatively stable (around 500 patterns) down to a minimum
support threshold of 1%. Those results demonstrate that our algorithm can efficiently
deal with relatively large sparse datasets. They also show that our approach can be
used to mine any attributed DAG, and not only spatio-temporal data.
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Dataset # of # of # of items total # graph
edges (E) vertices (V) per vertex (λ) of items density[71]

Patent citation 414 487 184 284 5-7 506 0.000012
network

V20K E60K 60 000 20 000 1-5 15 0.00015
λ1-5

V40K E120K 120 000 40 000 1-5 15 0.000075
λ1-5

V200K E600K 600 000 200 000 1-5 15 0.000015
λ1-5

V20K E60K 60 000 20 000 5-10 15 0.00015
λ5-10

V40K E120K 120 000 40 000 5-10 15 0.000075
λ5-10

V200K E600K 600 000 200 000 5-10 15 0.000015
λ5-10

V20K E60K 60 000 20 000 5-10 15 0.00015
λ5-10 in 10 layers

V40K E120K 120 000 40 000 5-10 15 0.000075
λ5-10 in 10 layers

V200K E600K 600 000 200 000 5-10 15 0.000015
λ5-10 in 10 layers

Table 2: Characteristics of the patent citation network and the synthetic datasets.
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Fig. 15: Execution times, memory usage and number of solutions for the patent citation net-
work.
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5.2.2 The synthetic datasets: influence of data characteristics on performances

To study more in details the influence of different parameters on performances, we
generate nine synthetic datasets using the DigraphGenerator proposed in [59]. This
approach constructs a labelled DAG containing a given number of vertices and edges.
Edges are randomly generated (following an uniform distribution). To obtain attributed
DAGs, vertices are simply labeled with itemsets. For each vertex, the number of items
is randomly chosen (following a gaussian distribution). Then, items are selected among
a set of 15 ones (following an uniform distribution).

Fig. 16 shows execution times, memory usage and number of solutions for the first
three synthetic datasets. The left-hand graph highlights the impact of graph size on
execution times. As expected, execution times increase when graphs grow. Note that
our algorithm is still efficient for large graph (600 000 edges) down to very low supports
(1%). The right-hand graph shows memory usage and it increases in the same way than
execution times. The bottom graph shows that number of solutions are very similar
(but not identical if we look at detailed results) for all those datasets. It highlights
the problem of synthetic dataset generation, which is a well known problem in pattern
mining.
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Fig. 16: Execution times, memory usage and number of solutions for synthetic datasets when
increasing graph size.

Fig. 17 illustrates the impact of the number of items per vertex on performances.
The total number of items is not changed in these experiments. We have only more
frequent items, more frequent itemsets and longer ones when the number of items per
vertex is between 5 and 10. Once again, as expected, execution times and memory usage
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increase when itemset sizes increase. However, if we compare with previous results, we
notice that the impact is more important. As shown by Fig. 18, the number of solutions
dramatically increases when we add items. It also points out the difference between
(labeled) graph mining and attributed graph mining. Combinatorial complexity of at-
tributed graph mining is much higher than labeled graph mining, since complexity of
itemset mining, which is exponential in the number of items, is "added to each ver-
tex". It has to be noticed that in Fig. 18, we only present results for one of the studied
datasets because number of solutions were relatively similar (as discussed previously).
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Fig. 17: Execution times and memory usage for synthetic datasets when increasing number of
items per vertex.

Finally, we studied performances on synthetic a-DAGs produced by an adapted ver-
sion of DigraphGenerator. Those a-DAGs have the same number of vertices and edges,
and the same distribution w.r.t. itemsets, than the previous synthetic datasets, but the
graph structure is different. Instead of randomly generating edges, we partitioned ver-
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Fig. 18: Number of solutions for synthetic datasets when increasing number of items per vertex.

tices in 10 sets (called “layers"), we defined a total order between those sets, and we only
generated edges between vertices of two consecutive layers. As a consequence, we have
longer paths and a greater number of patterns mined. That graph structure is a typical
characteristic of a-DAGs obtained in spatio-temporal applications. Those graphs have
a particular structure due to their temporal dimension. As shown in Fig. 19, execution
times and memory usage were higher with layer-based graph structures. However, the
algorithm is still efficient down to low minimum support threshold (9-7%).

6 Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm to mine frequent patterns in a single a-
DAG, and its application to spatio-temporal environmental data. We show that this
new graph-based representation, called attributed DAGs, can capture complex inter-
actions between objects with all their characteristics/events. We use this data repre-
sentation to represent complex spatio-temporal phenomena, in particular ones with
moving and changing objects. In our application example related to soil erosion, ob-
jects may move, appear, disappear, merge or split. We use a new constrained pattern
domain, frequent non-redundant weighted paths, to study interesting substructures in
such data. We propose a new algorithm based on pattern-growth strategy and an op-
timized data structure to efficiently mine such graph. Our experiments on real and
synthetic datasets not only demonstrated the relevance of extracted patterns for soil
erosion issues, but also the scalability and genericity of our approach. Indeed, results
obtained for the spatio-temporal dataset successfully highlighted the evolution of soil
erosion w.r.t. vegetation, slope and mining activities. Results also show that our ap-
proach can be used to mine larger graph (e.g. graphs with 200.000 vertices, 600.000
edges, and 7.5 attributes per vertex in average) and that it can be used in other contexts
such as citation networks.

The present work offers several perspectives. In the specific setting of spatio-
temporal data, a future work could be to study the addition of spatial neighbors in the
analysis. Spatial relationships at a given time could be integrated in the data represen-
tation and in the pattern language. Such integration is challenging since it would impact
the scalability of algorithms. Moreover, extracted patterns would be more complexe to
interpret by domain experts, requiring dedicated visualization approaches. Another
perspective would be to integrate other statistical constraints and domain knowledge
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Fig. 19: Execution times and memory usage for synthetic datasets with a layer-based structure.

(through domain constraints) during pattern mining. A first work has been done in the
itemset mining setting in [27]. It takes advantage of mathematical domain models to
improve efficiency and relevancy of itemset mining. Finally, another possibility would
be to extend this work to propose a condensed representation for frequent subgraph
mining in the single-graph setting. Currently, only maximal patterns (w.r.t. structure
inclusion only) have been studied in this setting. However, with such representation,
we loose the information about frequency of sub-patterns.
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